
   
 
 

 

ATAD Implementation – Reverse Hybrid Mismatches Feedback 
Tax Division 

Government Buildings 

Upper Merrion Street 

Dublin 2 

D02 R583 

By email: ctreview@finance.gov.ie 

 

  3 August 2021 

   

   

Dear Sir or Madam 

 

Re. ATAD Implementation – Reverse Hybrid Mismatches Feedback Statement 

The Irish Debt Securities Association ("IDSA") welcomes the opportunity to reply to the Feedback 
Statement on the Anti-Reverse Hybrid Rule as published by the Department of Finance on 2 July 2021. 
This reply builds upon and further develops our submission to, and our subsequent engagement 
following, the November 2018 public consultation on the implementation of the ATAD Anti-Hybrid 
rules and ILR and we welcome the opportunity to make this further contribution.  

During our continued engagement and previous responses and submissions, we have noted the 
membership, role, and objective of IDSA, the significance and opportunity of structured finance, debt 
securities and the specialist securities industries as pillars of the EU Capital Market Union and the 
leading position of Ireland in this sector. In this respect, the implementation of ATAD is of critical 
concern to the securitisation sector specifically but the international financial services sectors in 
Ireland generally as the sector’s legislative framework supports and underpins the other main 
international financial services sectors in Ireland including aircraft leasing, investment funds and 
reinsurance by enabling companies in these sectors to establish financing companies and manage risk 
appropriately.  

When replying to the Nov 18 public consultation, we highlighted the complexity of the issues being 
considered and as such we welcome the feedback statement and this further consultation on these 
very important issues. However, the complexity of the issues is still a very real consideration and we 
welcome the proposal in the feedback statement that as part of the consultation, the Department 
will, together with Revenue officials, meet with stakeholders and we look forward to this continuing 
engagement.  

Below follows our input on and response to the questions included in the Feedback Statement as 
relevant to our sector. 



 
 

Yours faithfully 

 

 
GARY PALMER 
Chief Executive 
Irish Debt Securities Association 
26 Lower Baggot St. 
Dublin 2 
Ireland 
 
  



 
 

ATAD Implementation – Reverse Hybrid Mismatches Feedback Statement 
 

Responses  

Question 1 – Question 6  

Questions 1-6 of the Feedback Statement focus on the meaning of “collective investment vehicle” as 
the reverse hybrid rule shall not apply to “collective investment vehicles”. We would note the following 
key points with respect to the meaning of “collective investment vehicle”.  

 It is important that the term collective investment vehicle is defined in this manner solely for 
the purpose of the reverse hybrid rule and not Irish tax law more generally. The term 
“collective investment undertaking” is already defined in Section 734 TCA 1997 and it is 
important that this definition is not restricted/impacted by including a new definition for 
“collective investment vehicle” when introducing the reverse hybrid rule. 

 We would caution against the need to define the terms “widely held” and “diversified 
portfolio of securities” as they are subjective terms.  An overly prescriptive definition could 
create operational difficulties/challenges in practice that could inadvertently place the Irish 
funds industry at a competitive disadvantage.  

 Defining the term “widely held” to incorporate the definition of “beneficial owner” within the 
meaning of AMLD4, as proposed in the Feedback Statement has the potential to create 
complexities in Irish tax law by importing definitions from EU regulations which may be subject 
to change and were not designed with the intention of imposing a tax charge and may be 
subject to change. Furthermore, the impact of the introduction of the term “beneficial owner” 
into Irish tax law should be considered from a broader double tax treaty/EU Directive 
perspective.  

Question 7: Consistent with the language contained in Article 9a(1), the suggested wording would apply 
the rule where a reverse hybrid mismatch arises between “associated entities”. Comments are  invited 
as to this definition. 

Definition of “associated entities”  
 
We note that the Feedback Statement proposes amending the definition of “associated enterprises” in 
Section 835AA TCA 1997 to define the term “associated entities”.  
 
We think it important that it is clarified that proposed definition of “associated entities'' would only be 
used for the purpose of determining whether investors in a reverse hybrid entity are associated with 
each other, i.e. aggregated together, and not for the purpose of determining whether an investor (or 
group of aggregated investors) is (are) associated with the reverse hybrid entity itself.  
 
Article 9a(1) of the Directive is clear that the reverse hybrid rule should only apply where an entity or 
associated entities hold in aggregate a direct, or indirect, interest in 50 per cent or more of the voting 
rights, capital interests or rights to a share of the profit in the hybrid entity. 
 
The test for determining whether an entity (or entities who are associated with each other) is associated 
with the reverse hybrid entity and therefore in scope of the reverse hybrid rule should be as per the 
Directive, i.e. where the entity or associated entities hold in aggregate a direct, or indirect, interest in 



 
 

50 per cent or more of the voting rights, capital interests or rights to a share of the profit in the hybrid 
entity. 
 
Acting together provisions  
 
We would also note that Section 835AA(3) TCA 1997 contains an "acting together" provision whereby 
if investors in an Irish entity are acting together with respect to the Irish entity the investors and the 
Irish entity would be considered associated enterprises.  However, ff this provision were to also be 
applied in the context of the reverse hybrid rule, particularly in the context of ILPs/limited partnerships, 
whereby all partners may under recent Irish Revenue guidance be viewed as acting together, then every 
ILP/limited partnership would be potentially in scope of the reverse hybrid rule as there would be, by 
default, a 100% association between the partners and the partnership. This would defeat the purpose 
of the 50% test applied in the Directive and we assume will not be included in applying this test.  
 
Definition of “entity”  

We would note that the definition of “entity” in section 835Z TCA requires the entity to have legal 

personality under the laws of the territory in which it is established, while the definition of “hybrid 

entity” in section 835Z TCA makes no reference to the requirement to have legal personality.  

In an Irish context, Irish partnerships and Irish CCFs are the two main examples of tax transparent 

entities for which the reverse hybrid rule will be relevant, but neither Irish partnerships nor CCFs have 

separate legal personality. We would suggest that this is clarified as part of the drafting process.  

Question 8: Comments are invited regarding the proposed application of the reverse hybrid mismatch 
rule. 

The reverse hybrid mismatch rule as set out in Article 9a of ATAD II, provides that the reverse hybrid 
rule should apply to an entity that is treated as transparent for tax purposes by the Member State in 
which it is incorporated or established, but which is regarded as a taxable person by the jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions in which one or more associated (as defined for reverse hybrid purposes) non-resident 
entities are located. In certain circumstances, where a mismatch outcome has arisen between the 
hybrid entity and a non-resident associated entity, the intention of the reverse hybrid rule is to create 
an income inclusion event in the jurisdiction where the hybrid entity is incorporated or established, 
such that the income is subject to tax in that jurisdiction. 
 
The application of the reverse hybrid rule as set out in the feedback statement appears to be in line 
with ATAD II, in that it applies the rule to hybrid entities only where a mismatch outcome has arisen 
between the hybrid entity and a non-resident associated entity. A “mismatch outcome” is defined in 
835Z TCA 1997, and includes double deductions, and deductions without inclusion in relation to 
permanent establishments, hybrid entities and financial instruments.  
 
We understand that the purpose of the draft wording on the application of the chapter, as set out in 
the feedback statement, is to align the Irish rule with ATAD II, and to apply the reverse hybrid rule to 
capture mismatch outcomes arising between Irish hybrid entities and associated non-resident entities, 
and not for instance to create income inclusion in Ireland where there is no mismatch outcome arising 
(refer to our comments under question 10 in this regard).  
 
We further understand that it is not the intention of ATAD II, nor the intention of the feedback 
statement, to create income inclusion where there is no cross-border element to the structure, e.g. 
both an Irish partnership and the partners are Irish tax resident entities. In this regard, we would 
propose a slight amendment to the application of the chapter to provide that the rule should only arise 



 
 

where there is a non-resident participator in the Irish reverse hybrid entity, through the addition of 
“non resident” as follows; 
 

“This Chapter shall apply – 
(a) to an entity established in the State that for the purposes of the Acts — 

(i) is not chargeable to tax in respect of its profits or gains, and 
(ii) the profits or gains of which are treated, or would be so treated but for an 
insufficiency of profits or gains, as arising or accruing to a non-resident 
participator, and 

(b) to a mismatch outcome that arises between associated entities, other than where 
the entity referred to in paragraph (a) is a collective investment vehicle.” 

 
We have no further comments in relation to the current draft of this section of the legislation.  
 
Question 9: Comments are invited regarding framing the reverse hybrid mismatch rule, as suggested, 
subject to the text of ATAD2 in Recital 9 and 24 (relating to the general features of the tax system of a 
Member State) and Recitals 18, 19 and 20 (relating to the exempt status of an entity) and also taking 
account of the commentaries in the OECD BEPS Action 2 Report.  
 
No comments on the proposed exclusions from the reverse hybrid rule. 

Question 10: Comments are invited regarding the suggested definition of a reverse hybrid mismatch 
outcome.  

The definition as outlined above, prima facie, suggests that the rule is intended to apply to any Irish tax 
transparent entity, e.g. a partnership, (other than collective investment vehicle), the income of which 
is seen as arising to an associated non-resident entity of the Irish tax transparent entity from an Irish 
tax perspective, but which is seen as arising to the Irish tax transparent entity as a taxable person in its 
own right by the jurisdiction of the associated non-resident entity. The suggested definition would 
mean that a reverse hybrid mismatch would be treated as arising solely by virtue of the fact the income 
has not been taxed in Ireland, without having any regard to whether the payment gives rise to a 
mismatch outcome, i.e. a deduction for the payor entity, without taxation by the Irish entity.   
 
Article 9a of ATAD II sets out the circumstances in which a reverse hybrid mismatch will arise, namely 
“[w]here one or more associated non-resident entities with a holding ………. in a hybrid entity that is 
incorporated or established in a Member State, are located in a jurisdiction or jurisdictions that regard 
the hybrid entity as a taxable person, the hybrid entity shall be regarded as a resident of that Member 
State and taxed on its income to the extent that that income is not otherwise taxed under the laws of 
the Member State or any other jurisdiction.” While this article does not expressly state that a deduction 
is required to be taken at the level of the payer entity for the income to be subject to the reverse hybrid 
rule, there are a number of provisions in ATAD II that require a mismatch outcome between the 
treatment of the payment and the income inclusion before the reverse hybrid rule should be triggered.  
 
The amended Article 2 of ATAD II includes a definition of mismatch outcome for the purposes of the 
reverse hybrid rule at Article 9a: 
 

“For the purposes of this point (9) and Articles 9, 9a and 9b: (a) “mismatch outcome” means a 
double deduction or a deduction without inclusion;” 

 
Recital 9 of ATAD II provides that the hybrid mismatch “rules apply only to deductible payments and 
should not affect the general features of a tax system, whether it is a classical or an imputation system”, 



 
 

which clearly supports the assertion that a deductible payment is required before the reverse hybrid 
mismatch rule should become applicable. 
 
The clear inference from the above is that there must be a mismatch outcome for the purposes of the 
reverse hybrid rule, and therefore, there must be a deduction in the payor entity to create that 
mismatch outcome.  
 
Accordingly, we would propose adding the following to the definition of a reverse hybrid mismatch; 

(a) there is a deduction in the payer territory, while some, or all, of the profits or gains of an 
entity are not, or but for this section would not be, subject to tax for the purposes of domestic 
tax or foreign tax, and 

(b) the satisfaction of the condition described in paragraph (a) is attributable to those profits or 
gains being regarded by one or more participator, for the purposes of the tax law of the territory 
or territories in which the participator concerned is established, as arising or accruing directly 
to that entity. 

The BEPS report on the reverse hybrid legislation provides some commentary on what should be 
considered “inclusion”, and at paragraph 149 of chapter provides; 
 

“if the payment is brought into account as ordinary income in at least one jurisdiction then there 
will be no mismatch for the rule to apply”. 

 
At paragraph 150 of chapter, the commentary further provides that; 
 

“A payment that has been fully attributed to the ultimate parent of the group under a CFC 
regime and has been subject to tax at the full rate should be treated as having been included in 
the ordinary income for the purposes of the reverse hybrid rule”. 

 
We understand that the intention of the draft legislation, and the use of “foreign tax” in the definition 
of reverse hybrid mismatch outcome, is to capture instances where the income is taxed under a foreign 
CFC regime, and that such taxation will satisfy “inclusion” for the purpose of the Irish reverse hybrid 
rule.  
 

“Foreign tax” is defined under s.835Z TCA 1997 as “a tax chargeable on profits or gains, under 
the laws of a territory other than the State, that is similar to a domestic tax”.  
 
“Domestic tax” is defined as “income tax, corporation tax (including a controlled foreign 
company charge) or capital gains tax”.  

 
To the extent the guidance notes will further clarify that inclusion under a foreign CFC regime including 
GILTI will equally apply to the reverse hybrid legislation, we do not propose any amendments to the 
definition as drafted. 

Question 11: Comments are invited on the mechanics of the charge to tax where the reverse hybrid 
mismatch rule applies. 

ATAD II proposes the reverse hybrid rule as a secondary/defensive “switchover” rule that operates to 
treat all reverse hybrid entities as opaque in the Member State of establishment, and thereby subjects 
the income received by those entities to tax in that Member State. 
 



 
 

To the extent the payor jurisdiction has introduced anti-hybrid rules, the local anti-hybrid rules should 
operate to neutralise any mismatch outcome arising, with the BEPS report, at paragraph 144 of Chapter 
4 suggesting that a further secondary rule would be unnecessary in these circumstances: 
 

“A defensive rule is unnecessary given the specific recommendations in Chapter 5 for changes 
[in] CFC rules and other offshore investment regimes that would require payments to a reverse 
hybrid to be included in income in the investor jurisdiction” 

 
We understand that the draft wording included in the feedback statement is to align the Irish rule with 
the secondary rule under ATAD II, and therefore, where the payor jurisdiction does not neutralise any 
mismatch arising, the secondary rule should apply, whereby the mismatch outcome would be 
neutralised with the income being subject to Irish corporation tax, “as if the business carried on in the 
State by the entity was carried on by a company resident in the State”.  In this regard, we would 
recommend that the legislation be updated to clarify that the neutralising of a mismatch outcome 
under the Irish reverse hybrid rule should be a secondary method of neutralising the mismatch; 
 

“A reverse hybrid mismatch outcome, that has not been neutralised in the payer territory under 
legislation similar to Part 35C TCA 1997, shall be neutralised, notwithstanding any other 
provision of the Tax Acts and the Capital Gains Tax Acts, ………….” 

 
Additionally, we would anticipate that all corporate tax reliefs, tax credits etc. that would otherwise be 
available to an Irish tax resident company in receipt of the income, would equally be available to an 
Irish reverse hybrid entity that is being taxed in Ireland on its income, as if it were an Irish tax resident 
company. In this regard, we would recommend that this is clarified in the legislation, through the 
addition of the following; 
 

“.........as if the business carried on in the State by the entity was carried on by a company 
resident in the State, with any tax reliefs and, or credits under the Tax Acts and the Capital Gains 
Tax Acts available to the entity, that would otherwise be available to a company resident in the 
State, carrying on its business in the State. 

Question 12: Comments are invited regarding the scope of application of the reverse hybrid mismatch 
rule. 

We do not have any further comments regarding the scope of application of the reverse hybrid 
mismatch rule beyond those noted above. 

Question 13: Technical analysis is invited as to how the interaction of the reverse hybrid mismatch rule 
with double tax treaty provisions might be managed if/when required.  

We agree with the proposed approach set out in Section 6 of the Feedback Statement. As noted above, 
the impact of the introduction of the term “beneficial owner” into Irish tax law should be considered 
from a broader double tax treaty/EU Directive perspective.  

Question 14: Comments are invited regarding any technical aspects and/or other matters regarding the 
implementation of the reverse hybrid mismatch rule that have not been included in this Feedback 
Statement. 

We do not have any further comments regarding technical aspects and/or other matters regarding the 
implementation of the reverse hybrid mismatch rule beyond those noted above. 

 


